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Brawl legacy xp

Dear Legacy Community, June 14, 2013, we started a small super Smash Bros. fan blog. Since then, we've created videos, produced live streams, and developed Legacy XP and Legacy TE projects that are being played around the world. Today we decided that Legacy XP 2.11 and Legacy TE 2.5 will be the final
version of legacy mods. Imposed immediately, both Legacy teams will stop developing all related projects. We are deeply grateful to participate in the stage and we are grateful for every player, creator and viewer who has joined us through this venture. Among these events and what we were able to achieve to celebrate
a series of Super Smash Bros. games, we built an amazing community of Smash fans and the relationships we fostered were never stronger. Please know that this decision is final and the leadership of both teams is fully on board. Sincerely, Legacy Team from: last 3 monthsin the last 6 months of last yearin all time
127473 April 10, 2020 Legacy XP Full 2.11 by davidvkimball, soopercool101, PyotrLuzhin, TheGag96, HyperL!nk, Shockbound with credit for these people: [Pack - Character, stage, audio, SFX, item, miscellaneous, portrait] from: last 3 months of the last 6 months of last yearin all the time Some things to remember
before reporting: Please read the rules regarding the bout of storage and reporting. Here are some examples of things to report: Broken downloads Broken credit problem previews (e.g., using someone else's work without credit) Usability issues (e.g. not working). Censored nude images do not need to be specified. The
reports should be clear. Don't write just Sandbag; explain this issue in full. Please do not report the already reported issue. A list of current reports on this hack is below. Please enter your report here. Past reports: If you're sure you want to delete this record, click Yes below. Otherwise, click No or close this dialog box.
Back in 2011, there was a very popular Super Smash Bros Brawl fashion called Project M. Designed to turn the game back into Melee on a mechanical level, it eventually evolved into a much larger project, with new characters, scenes, music and other fantastic additions. It was a huge deal at the time, to the point where
it even had a bigger tournament scene than the game it was based on. However, this was not to last. Due to legal risks, the development team decided that the project was too risky to continue development, and stopped working in 2015. They shut down the site, removed all downloads and stopped any work left over
planned new characters such as Knuckles from the Sonic The Hedgehog series. But where Project M died, many others were going up to take his place. These fashions have all tried your own spin on Super Smash Bros Brawl, with new characters, stages and other content. Including one called Super Super Bros
Heritage. Also named Super Smash Bros Legacy XP and Tournament Edition, the mod has added even more new characters, stages and features to the title. It was a huge success, and, like Project M before it, got a lot of hype when the new trailer went online: Unfortunately, it seems it, too, couldn't be avoided by
Nintendo's lawyers. That's because, as Project M is up to it, Super Smash Bros Legacy XP has also ceased development, with an ominous message replacing every page on the official website: Dear Legacy Community, June 14, 2013, we started a small super Smash Bros fan blog. Since then, we've created videos,
produced live streams and developed Legacy XP and Legacy TE projects that are being played around the world. Today we decided that Legacy XP 2.11 and Legacy TE 2.5 will be the final version of legacy mods. Imposed immediately, both Legacy teams will stop developing all related projects. We are deeply grateful
to participate in the stage and we are grateful for every player, creator and viewer who has joined us through this venture. Among these events and what we were able to achieve to celebrate a series of Super Smash Bros. games, we built an amazing community of Smash fans and the relationships we fostered were
never stronger. Please know that this decision is final and the leadership of both teams is fully on board. Sincerely, Legacy Team True, it is technically not acknowledging the demise of the project boiling down to legal issues. But the sudden timing of it, the lack of information provided to team members (some of whom
found about the end of development at the same time as the public) and the removal of all downloads of the game certainly indicate that the development has not been stopped from choosing. So there certainly seems to be something of a lawyer, as happened behind the scenes here. But was it really a message of
termination and desist? Honestly, we're not too sure. For one thing, it would really explain why the closure was so sudden and Nintendo has gone after several projects in the past. Some of which we documented in our article here: But at the same time, closing Legacy doesn't really correlate with something important.
The game wasn't in the news any more than usual until the end of its development, so it's unlikely Nintendo's lawyers learned about it as much as it did say... AM2R or Pokémon Uranus. And that doesn't correlate with anything about the release of Smash Bros Ultimate. The game was released back in 2018, and Legacy
was then fine. The first fighter was released between them and January this year, and Legacy survived that too. Byleth was the last character in the first Challenger Pack package, and was released on January 16, 2020 and while technically Ultimate has received an update since then, none of them have been important



enough to serve as a trigger for the legal team is struggling with fan projects. What, heritage is a huge threat to ring fit adventure spirit advice event or something? So, logically, you'd think it would be mario shooter with Nintendo's parody song hire this man that will be targeted here, not Smash Bros Legacy. It has at least
gone viral lately, and received a lot more press coverage from the likes of Kotaku and Nintendo Life than this thing. So, it doesn't seem likely to be a straight C&D was the reason for the closure here. Instead, it appears the team had similar legal discussions with Project M. They hired a lawyer, talked about the risks that
could be incurred if Nintendo found out about the project, then decided it was too risky to keep going with the development of fashion. Closing the project as a precautionary measure based on this will make much more sense than C&D forcing it, and will probably explain the panic to remove all traces of fashion from the
internet better to download. But we can only guess right now. Maybe it was C&D, maybe it was a precaution. Regardless, the Super Smash Bros Legacy is now dead and the other team's chances of picking it up are now minimal. Still, what are your thoughts on the news? Do you think Nintendo sent a C&D message
Super Smash Bros Legacy team? Did their lawyer tell them it was a bad idea? Or was there another reason why the project was bitten by dust? Let us know what you think in the comments below, on our Discord server, or on gaming forums latest! Source: Super Smash Bros Legacy Official Website Answers: 283 Views:
126,105 Replies: 53 Views: 18,063 Replies: 38 Views: 18,407 Earlier This Year PM Legacy stopped working out, and it now appears that downloads for each version have been cleanly deleted. Does anyone else have a version of the game that I can install? I wanted to do my own custom build and I wanted to use it as a
base because of the characters it added inch page 2 17 comments Project M is a gameplay modification Super Smash Bros. Brawl designed to make gameplay more like Super Smash Bros. Melee as well as Super Smash Bros. to a lesser extent. The main change to Project M from Brawl is that gameplay speeds have
generally been increased and the backlog of landing characters is shorter, along with the restoration of many melee mechanics and elements, such as the addition of Mewtwo and Roy after their absence in Brawl. The M project's development team was partly derived from the original brawl+ developers, later known as
PMDT, or Project M Dev Team (formerly PMBR, or Project M Backroom) having members from more than ten countries. Fashion development officially ended on December 1, 2015, and version 3.6 is the latest official release of Project M. Project M. Usually figured at several national tournaments, such as the Zenith
series, The The House Series, and Apex 2014, and it remains brawl's most popular fashion gameplay in tournament settings. Starting in 2013, Project M saw a rapid rise in its popularity as more characters began to reproduce and fashion became more familiar at Smash tournaments. By 2014, it had begun to develop its
tournament scene, with the number of entrants to the 2014 APEX singles event noticeably outperforming the number of competitors for Brawl. Despite the end of project M's official development, on July 21, 2016, he was still able to keep his tournament presence separate from Brawl, including the formation of his
Backroom, New PMBR. [2] Project M only supports NTSC Brawl versions, and no PAL build has ever been released. As a result, running Project M outside the NTSC regions requires either homebrew to allow the Wii to run a version of the NTSC game; or imported Wii. Changes from the Brawl menu[edit] of Project M in
version 3.6. Project M has two different versions: Full Set and WiFi. The former has stock control and input assistance as new features, allowing new players to better use advanced techniques and have an advantage in stock over experienced ones. However, replays and online games do not work properly as a result of
L and R button light onslaughts causing online desynchronization. Replays are now functioning with the inclusion of a fashion rendition of Fracture. The Wi-Fi version allows these two things to work properly, and while it retains the battle features of the former version, they are not implemented for the online game,
probably because Stock Control would have caused potential woe in matches (a distant opponent always choosing the maximum amount of stock). If a Project M replay is in a normal unit, it could cause disruptions during the start of the match, possibly due to stage replacements. Both versions massively change brawl's
original gameplay to more reminiscent of that from Melee, along with other changes to make the game more competitive overall. It supports brawling techniques such as crawling, clinging walls and DACUS. Melee-based changes[edit] Have been modified according to their melee forms: the total number of freezing
frames has been reduced. There is no default buffering, although players can enable incoming help to implement a three-frame buffering window to help new players master advanced methods by replacing the Damage Sensor option. Online matches instead have a different buffer option that replaces handicaps, 1 to 30,
with these numbers being the corresponding number of buffer frames. All characters have faster drop and gravity speeds (except for Sheik, who has lower gravity). Gravity also no longer adds kickback to the formula. Cravings have been magnified across the board, although several characters, including Squirtle and
Lucas, have lower traction. Air evasion applies directed and causes helplessness by making it his for midair battle, but allows faster midair movement within short ranges and restoring wavedash techniques vital to the metage of most characters. L-cancel half landing lag when the shield button is pressed 7 frames before
landing, thus restoring the SHFFL technique, enhancing the movement of midair characters and allowing much better use of combos. In addition, the characters briefly flash white after the successful cancellation of L. Dash dancing time has been returned, making it longer and more practical, and the characters can
defend during the initial dash. Crouch cancels the running part of the dash, allowing faster, more varied options after adversity. The characters retain the full momentum of their dash if they leap forward. This is especially noticeable with characters with faster dashing speeds. Crouch's cancellation reduces the return, and
hitting the C-Stick down while squatting uses a downward smash (in Brawl he used down a tilt), allowing you to effectively confront opponents by crouching down. Sequential withering is removed. Double jump cancellation reimplemented for characters with slow but high jump double. For some characters, you can undo
a double jump by holding down the jump button during an attack. Ledge teching re-equipped by allowing the characters to be restored to survive at higher percentages by DIing before the performance and the technology into it after the attack. Cancellation of ledge is also possible. Jumping can be reversed with hobbies,
so regular hobbies can still be effectively used after a dash, avoiding the usual end of the lag-grabbing dash. Powershielding can display projectiles within the first 2 frames. Shieldstun's formula is back. As with Melee, the characters now also take longer to act with the drop of the shield (nearly twice as long as brawl),
resulting in the gameplay being less defensively targeted. Performances cannot be automatically sweet, so they can neither be grabbed from the back nor during the attacking part of the recovery attacks. Some steps such as raptor boost or Bowser bomb still use this feature, however. In addition, characters can act with
a sediment of fascination earlier, and when performing any action restoring eans (normal output, jump, roll or attack), other characters can't capture it until the animation is half over. This facilitates jumping edges and edges. Hitstun's cancellation was removed, causing total horizontal survivability to be shorter, but giving
characters broader parameters combos that were almost nonexistent in Brawl. Air biases are no longer yuzdyyy in the storm. It's once again possible DI moves that don't put opponents in a tumbler. The technology can be executed even before the character is struck, making it easier to implement. Items cannot be
grabbed during dash attacks or antennas. Grab cause helplessness if they miss the ledge but can be used after an aerial dodge with shield + attack combination. They're still as the tether recovers, although they will not resume jumping midair character if they fall off the ledge. If the character is still in hittune again
striking in quick succession, the new kickback either replaces the old kickback (if the gap between attacks was 10 frames or less) or has its direction and strength combined with the old kickback (after 10 frames). In Brawl, whether to replace the old kickback is based on the relative strength of the two attacks, and the
merge is not performed. All characters have the same meteor cancellation window, although all characters must wait for 16 frames before the meteor is cancelled, as opposed to 9 (all characters have the same meteor cancellation window as Ivysaur, Olimar and Zero Suit Samus did in brawl). Trying to do this earlier
causes the character to fail to reverse the meteor during the entire attack (except when it won't be done by jumping). The game will also allow characters to cancel movements with an angle of 260°-280° (as in Meleeland), making any moves with an angle sharper than a 280° spike (and thus impossible to undo a
meteor). Many moves had their corners changed to be sharper than 280° to make them spike. When the dash grabs the enemy, the forward momentum is completely denied. Unlike melee, however, low-clutch characters still possess this feature. Grab the released characters will get back their midair jumps. In addition,
capture releases feature just as much as in melee combat, so that characters cannot be forced into air release and air-released characters can act as soon as the grabber can, what advantages and impede certain characters. Pummels have returned to all having the same standardized speed and have 3% damage per
use, with only a few exceptions. Capture the physics are back: the characters can grab opponents behind them, though they can't be grabbed by the lower backs or arms. Characters to hit when lying on the floor will bounce a short distance away and then get up automatically upon landing, or will consider them dropping
animations if they bounce too high or away from the platform, removing locks but allowing opponents to perform a reset jab. While barely noticeable changes, smash attacks are now chargable for 59 frames as opposed to 60, and fully charged to split x1.3671 deals from non-nappy amounts. The outdated objection now
uses the Melee reduction rate, although multipurpose attacks are only counted once before the 9 move queue. Brawl's freshness bonus is also removed. Fight based on changes[edit] Brawl newcomers Harizard and Wolf spar on the revamped Saffron City stage. In addition to the melee restoration, the following methods
and mechanics from Brawl have also been changed: foot jumps are still present, but are now made with a mock introduction to avoid an unintentional jump of the foot using the jump button. Delete a random as a result of pressing the control stick. There are still forced forced but only for attacks that always cause it, such
as getting hit or running into a banana peel. Tripping can be further technical, so punishing a rebounded character is a more technical chase. Dashing is easier to perform than in close combat, especially when dashing in the opposite direction the symbol faces, as the entrance to turn smash is a frame window 2, not 1.
Short jumps are easier to perform with all the characters. The symbols leave the ground frame 1 later, while still being able to enter the air, allowing some aerial takeoff from melee symbols to automatically cancel earlier or hit shorter characters when it was impossible before (such as Hanondorf air air and neutral air
captain Falcon respectively). Antennas can be interrupted by an air bias. Characters can interrupt their jump animation after jumping from the performance much earlier than in Melee, preventing tournament winners from getting stuck in a jump performance animation. The B-reverb window of the 2-frame brawl is saved.
The B-reverse now also includes moves that haven't previously had it in Brawl, such as Falcon Kick's Captain Falcon. You can now rotate the grip during any part of the dash, like brawl. The reverse air rush has been restored, allowing characters to use their rear antennas more efficiently. The DACUS input time window
is 2 frames successfully, and using Z instead of A does not reduce the window. Kirby, Donkey Kong and Diddy Kong can no longer DACUS as they have unique dash attacks that can get away with performances, although this only adversely affects Diddy. Some characters that used to have inefficient DACUS now have
a more efficient and useful DACUS, although the average length of a long DACUS is significantly shorter than that of Brawl. The ability to use C-stick for dash attack and smash during dash is retained, making it easier to perform slip smash and DACUSes. Tether is restored again instead of reusing melee wall grappling;
however, they are better than before. Tether recovers now ignore the edges of hoggers; the characters will still latch on to the protrusion without affecting them, and when pulled up they will perform an automatic jump get-up. While characters with a tying recovery will fare better on the ledge than in brawl, the get-up jump
has an extreme lag and puts them in helplessness if they don't land on stage. In addition, the missed restoration of the tether causes helplessness, like wall grappling. All special moves (except for the teleporter Of Myavtvo, R.O.B., the new Robo-Booster, king Dedede's super-dedean leap, and meta-knight shuttle cycle)
now allow the characters to grab the performance back before putting them in helplessness or otherwise shortly before their descent. It's against a select few in Melee. Some special moves (such as Captain Falcon's Raptor Boost, which retains its performance of sweets from Brawl as well as Falco Falco Falco Falco
detect this trait as well, if they slightly outsmarted the protrusion from behind. Crashing capture release is now a deliberate feature used as a balancing tool for selected characters. It has also been modified to remove the victim's ability to air dodge in addition to their special move, although it also restores all their double
jumps. Slip is thrown into midair with an air bias. In addition, air evades being able to automatically capture items during the first execution shots, like in Brawl, so that element-based attacks are easier to resist. Sliding is no longer performed by pressing and holding the jump button; Harizard and Yama have new special
moves that allow them to slip instead. The goal knight and pit also have a timer for their slips, instead of being able to slide endlessly. Kovz attacks also have a high landing lag and leave these characters helpless. Infinite armor is now reserved only for a fully charged Ike eruption, all bowser strikes (when charged for a
certain time), Hanondorf's flames suffacing right before the explosion, and grab the armor. Armor for other moves that have it is given a range from light armor to heavy armor; if the return of the attack is lower than the specified amount of armor, the kickback is not caused, but if it is higher, the kickback will be regularly
inflicted as usual. Yoshi's double jump is an exception to this rule, having rollbacks of frame reductions rather than standard armour frames; Thus, overcoming his armor will cause Yoshi to get a difference in the knockdown instead of a full kickback from the move that hit him out of it. Some characters have colored linings
to indicate such armor, with more opaque overlays usually indicating stronger armor. Other gameplay changes and settings[edit] by Captain Falcon and Link Square in two of his new alternative costumes. Target Knight (in his new alternative costume) on the remastered scene of Chirule Castle. All characters and stages
are unlocked from the beginning. However, any character not unlocked in the unturned game will have Challenger events approaching once the conditions are met. Anything unlocked in Project M will carry in a brawl. Stages such as Metal Cave, Jungle Congo and Dream Land replace stages such as Mushroomy
Kingdom, 75m, and Green Greens. With v3.5 coming up, the KOs screen is about as long as Star KOs, and still uses Brawl animations. Smash 64's cap cancellation returns. Fixed accidental delay in the introduction of a fight. Brilliant blows are no longer possible; they have no visual effect to indicate that they occurred,
and will not add punch or half damage to the attacking defender. Stock control added, replacing handicaps. Players can now control the amount of stock each player starts with before the fight, from 1 to 30 stocks for each individual A crew mode was added in which the game tracks stocks saved after fights. Stage Stages
menu has been modified to include the built-in bright stage control using the X button (Full Set version). Although Project M does not have light shields, the full set still allows you to press the lights for the GameCube L and R controller trigger buttons if they are designed for the shield; light press activates the character's
shield and L-cancels, and the full press will provoke undulating and technical characteristics. New melee-like designs for menu selection screens and characters with modified fonts. The game, in general, takes less time to load modes, characters and scenes, and things like recordings can be scrolled faster. Brawl mode
is now marked as Wrestling!, Special Brawl - Special Against, and all other modes and sections containing Brawl are replaced with Smash (e.g., Multi-Brawl Man, called Multi-Man Smash). The default match type is 4 stocks with an 8-minute timer, and Team Attack is enabled by default, similar to the settings for normal
competitive melee matches. The match timer is placed in the top center of the screen, not in the upper right corner. Match time can give only one player, and the default time limit is infinite. A modified camera that is able to zoom in indefinitely and completely rotate around symbols and stages, allowing players to take
pictures without any camera restrictions. There are several changes to Special vs.: Stamina Mode has several new variations (which replace stage selection options), such as the availability of stocks, deformed explosive lines that take away damage rather than eliminating the player, and regularly scaling the kickback in
favor of a fixed knockdown. Endurance can also be set to 990 hp instead of 300. Curry mode is replaced by turbo mode, in which all moves can be canceled in any other move or action when hit or on the shield. Superspicy Curry is replaced by a Turbo element that forces characters to act like in turbo mode for a short
period. Bunny mode moves down to the status string from the head line (replacing Display Mode) when creating a place for 0 in death mode (written in the game as Regen Mode to fit the available space), which restores all damage done after one second without getting a single hittune. Corner Camera Mode is replaced
by All-Star Versus, allowing players to use different characters (or just costumes) for each stock. This is done by selecting a character and then pressing the B button to hover over them, and pressing A to the next character. The order of the selected characters becomes the order in which they are displayed. Required
character allocations are based on the number of inventory. If the choice is less than the number of shares, the remaining shares loop back to the first character (so the selection of Mario, Luigi and Peach in four matches of the action will cycle back mario in the lineup four.) if each player chooses their own In All Star VS
mode before you turn on the team battle; characters will not be forced into their team combat suits similar to Smash 4. In addition, the occasional option will always use default character suits even in team battles. Updated stage selection screen: Stages are now ordered at the bottom in a rectangular shape, and the
selected stage is displayed at the top. Stages are now also arranged on pages 1 and 2, and the top top reflects project M. The background for victory poses for VS. battles have been changed to resemble a new study room. Independent character icons for Zelda/Sheik and Samus/Zero Suit Samus, with Zero Suit Samus
not having icons from brawl's character menu. The characters now instantly gigged when caught up in a strong attack, both in Melee and 64, while in Brawl they did second after that. There are also medium damage and high damage to the moan as well, with most characters using unused voice samples from the sound
test. The characters now also use voice samples for lateral and air biases, as well as variable voices for smash attacks. Smash Taunts have been introduced to more characters such as Ness and Link, although they are less involved and can be made on any stage. Bowser now has his own series icon. The characters
now emit a spark when jumping on the wall. The cast of the characters and background at the beginning of the initial film are slightly changed, and both it and the title screen now reflect Super Smash Bros. Project M. Mewtwo and Roy have been added as opponents for All-Star mode. Training mode is now displayed as
Solo mode by default, and after you enter it, the same characters that participated will automatically appear selected for group fights. This will provoke a glitch when, if the Gamecube controller is not in the P1 slot, enters training mode, then the player starts a training match, exits and goes into VS mode, he or she can
control two characters using a single controller. The Home-Run Contest Stadium no longer has a protective window, acting like its melee counterpart. Its online competitive mode has also been added as a cooperative mode offline, with records stored. There is no recurrence time limit, allowing you to record and view
longer matches. Many additional costumes are added for each character, and are displayed as Colors in character profiles. There are now also special costumes for some characters such as Dr. Mario, Armored Mewtwo, and Meli recreating several characters, some of whom get team colors and changed aesthetics.
Processor players have reprogrammed artificial intelligence, giving them a greater degree of technical skill, and using more advanced techniques such as wavy. For example, Fox can perform short hop lasers and waves of infinity, while Roy can use the first hit Double-Edge Dance to continue his recovery. However, AI is
still CPU players are extremely prone to self-destruction (e.g. dodging air from a scene not aimed at protruding or cutting sharply recovery shorts such as Fox's Fox Illusion) and running in extremely slow attacks such as Falcon Punch. You can also manipulate certain characters to do absolutely nothing or hold your shield
repeatedly even after it breaks. In addition, they still recognize Gig Bowser and Wario-Man (when choosing using the shield button on their respective characters) as Final Smashes, trying to avoid them altogether rather than fighting them. Characters[edit] The character selection screen in project M. In addition to many
universal changes, each character received several individual adjustments in order to properly balance the game. Overall, the roster was largely stifling, creating a large collection of viable characters with different game styles, strengths and weaknesses. However, certain steps have been nerded to further dislodge some
fighters and break their reliance on repeated use of a single move or a small set of moves. Some of project M's characters are based on their appearance in Melee (such as Captain Falcon and Gigglipuff), while others change from their versions of Brawl or a mixture of their iterations from both games. Finding earlier
versions of the character depends largely on previous attendance and performance, with high-level melee characters largely returning to their past formats (with some adjustments to add more balance to other characters). This includes both normal and special moves, properties such as gravity, weight, speed and air
mobility. Aesthetic changes such as sound effects and costumes have been included in newer versions such as version 3.0 and have been redesigned in 3.5 and 3.6. The entire cast has been redesigned to match melee physics. Characters who suffered from weak attributes and moves in both Melee and Brawl (such as
Bowser, Kirby and Zelda) had their positive attributes from each game combined and receive brand new and original buffs. Some returning characters, such as Ganondorf, got a fully revamped set move to reference their abilities with their home series coming up and distance themselves from the characters from whom
they are cloned. New characters like Sonic and Snake get totally original buffs, nerves and even brand new moves to increase their variability and versatility. Giga Bowser and Wario-Man are optional game characters because they are selected if the player holds the shield button when selecting Bowser or Wario on the
character selection screen. Based on brawl's list of 39 characters, Project M gives Zero Suit Samus, Sheik, Squirtle, Ivysaur and Charizard their own character selection screen slots (the last 3 are replacing the Pokémon Coach), including Mewtwo and Roy (who were both absent from the brawl) with a total of 41
characters (43 if the final forms are Smash Giga and Wario-Man are counted). In addition, the leak leak the collection indicated that the development of four new characters was achieved at the time of the cancellation of the project. This shows a planned total of 45 characters; These characters are Knuckles from the
Sonic universe, Lin from the Fiery Emblem universe, Isaac from the Golden Sun universe and Sami from the Advance Wars universe. Character list[edit] * Symbols, symbols, Which are not in Brawl Stages[edit] The scene selection screen in project M 3.6 In addition to the characters, the stages have also been
completely redesigned: many stages have been replaced or settings have been provided and layouts viewed to make them more competitive have additionally been added to the new original stages of Project M. Starting with Beta 3.6, holding down the L button when selecting a scene will load an alternative stage layout
, shown in a small preview under the main stage preview, and for Peach Castle HD and Hyrule Castle HD, holding the Z button will download the original version of the N64 of the corresponding stages. Stage stage change ASL stage change ASL Battlefield Stage layout is slightly customized according to melee battle.
Battlefield (melee) The great blue Brinstar planet Seebs Castle Siege is not transformed. Makes reference to the title work Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn, which depicts characters in the twilight sky. The siege of the castle (brawl) Corneria Sector Z Hanenbow Layout has changed to a central design based on a pot. Leaf
platforms still rotate a little when they are attacked. The flower at the top now blooms constantly, not just when all the platforms turn red. It also includes a new Hanenbow-themed remix from Garrett Williamson. Hanenbow (Brawl) Dream Land HD replaces greenery as well as the Fountain of Dreams theme with smash
64's Dream Land theme. It has a new visual update for 3.5, making it look like the green greens of the melee. Dream Land Distant Planet First arena from SSE: The Jungle[4], to version 3.0, and then repaired it with a Pikmin theme. It consists of a large base and four platforms, the outer of which are slightly raised leaves
that hang over the edges of the main platform and will hang on when standing on. Brawl's Final Destination Main platform has changed to a version of Melee, with the background gaining a purple hue. Also replaces Discovery (Super Smash Bros. Melee) with Multi-Man Melee 2. Flat Zone 2 Fountain of Dreams replaces
Mario Bros., as well as its theme song with the track Fountain of Dreams. It has the same layout as in Melee, except the reflection and fall of the stars have been removed. Clouds change from time to time to blue. Fourside replaces the Fourside-themed Porky theme. The UFO no longer makes a sound when it appears.
The new frigate Orpheon Green Hill Zones Redone completely. It is currently intermediate with a proper lower line explosion and no hazards or breakout sections. There is a single moving platform that rotates center point above the main platform. The green area of the hill (brawl) Halberd raised the ceiling of the blast
zone and removed the claw. Hyrule Castle HD tornado danger removed. Replaces the Eldin Bridge and the Hidden Village theme with Hirule Castle. Given the visual update in v3.5, which is more reminiscent of Hurule Castle by Ocarina of Time, along with Hyrule Field and owl character Kaepora Gaebora. Ghairule
Castle Bridge of Eldin Congo jungle without a barrel gun. Replaces the 75m and 25 BGM theme in the Congo jungle. Peach Lock HD No Bumper Hazard. Replaces Rainbow Cruise and Princess Peach Castle (Melee) theme with track 5 from Super Smash Bros. HD remake has the castle and background redesigned in
connection with the Cap wing tower from Super Mario 64 and its remake of DS. Peach Castle Rainbow Cruise Lylat Cruise Stage does not tilt. Lylat Cruise (Brawl) Metal Cavern HD Remade Meta Crystal, replaces The Mushroom Kingdom and Ground Theme (Super Mario Bros.) on Metal Battle by Melee, Ground Theme
2 (Super Mario Bros.) with metal mario theme from Smash 64, and both Gritzy Desert and Underground Theme (Super Mario Bros.) with Metal Cavern theme. Given the visual update for the 3.5, which resembles a metal cap cave from Super Mario 64. Crystal Norfair Layout's goal was completely re-equipped. The scene
now has a main platform with two soft platforms that move in random directions. All the dangers of magma have been removed. Norfair (Brawl) Onett Cars cause much more returns similar to The Near Fight, however all cars now launch players up instead of unique destinations. Pictochat Some conversions have been
removed. Some previously impenetra-free platforms can now be passed. The pirate dangers of the vessel made weaker. Pokémon Stadium 2 No stage transformations. Replaces Pokémon Stadium in v3.6 but uses the usual Pokémon Stadium 2 song list. The central platform has been redecorated in blue and features a
Master Ball drawing, as well as small TVs on the background display project M. Pokémon Stadium Crashing Waterfalls completely rededicated without scrolling. A neutral stage with a main platform and three smaller platforms in an upside-down Battlefield layout. The left platform is flat and the other curves are in a small
upward arch. It starts at the bottom of the falls and then slowly moves up and then stops at the top of the falls. Crashing Waterfalls (Brawl) Saffron City HD No Pokémon Caviar. Replaces pokémon Stadium 2 in v3.6, but uses the pokémon Stadium song list. It was used to replace Spear Pillar in v3.5 and below. Got a
visual update in v3.6 based on how it appears in Pokémon FireRed and LeafGreen, as well as Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver, with it now having a day and night cycle. Saffron Cities Shadow Moses Island Skyworld Home platform made unbreakable and other platforms made into clouds. Skyworld (brawl)
Smashville replaces Town Hall and Tom's shop Twilite Funk and The Roost of Title (Animal Crossing) Ver.M Glacier replaces summit. It has two main platforms with icy properties connected by trap doors that open from time to time, with multiple cloud platforms and one ice platform flying around. Also features a balloon
fighter with a balloon fighting as a cameo in the background. Summit Temple Skyloft Training Room The big stage with errant surfaces, a wall on the left and a pit on the right, designed with lots of outdoor areas to practice. It has three soft platforms in the centre, such as Battlefield, and a sandbag that was edging in the
middle when it's knocked out. Replaces the stage of online practice. Same stage, but without three small platforms. Wario Land is identical to WarioWare in the unit, but with removed microgames and aesthetic changes. Also replaces the song WarioWare, Inc. with Bad Mario. The ghosts of WarioWare, Inc. Yoshi's
Island Platform now appear at set intervals, with white Fly Guys signaling their appearance. Yoshi's Island (Melee) theme replaces Yoshi's (melee) Yoshi's Story No Fly Guys. Replaces Yoshi Island (SSBM) Also replaces the Super Mario Bros. 3 theme on Yoshi History and Yoshi Island (Melee) to Yoshi Island 64. Yoshi
Port Town Island Aero Dive Luigi Mansion Delfino's Secret replaces Delfino Plaza and its theme. Based on Shell's secret from Super Mario Sunshine, the scene consists of a large main platform that extends past the bottom line of the explosion. There are three soft platforms that move and tilt in random directions. The
scene was originally the scene of Dracula Castle from Castlevania, before beta v3.6. Delfino Plaza Bowser's castle replaces Mario's cardrome and its theme. Based on Bowser Castle by Super Mario World, it's a flat stage with the main platform extending past the bottom plast line. The left and right edges have solid
bridge platforms. From time to time, Thwomps will fall and destroy one of the bridge platforms. Bowser Castle (alternative competitive layout) Jungle Japes Spear Pillar Turbo Mode[edit] Image of turbo element. In version 3.0, the Curry effect was replaced by the Turbo effect. In turbo mode, players can undo any
successful attack, on impact or shield, in any other action other than one attack, and all aerial attacks are automatically cancelled upon landing if they are hit. Some moves, such as Faror's Wind, consist of several actions and can thus be reversed within themselves. The turbo mode has been compared to marvel's series
against Capcom because it allows qualified players to perform large combos. Turbo mode can be selected from the Special Brawl menu or temporarily provide turbo, which replaces Superspicy Curry. While in turbo mode, the characters emit faint purple flame effects (compared to Curry's red flame effects). Turn on
incoming help Limit. Notable resources related to Turbo: Tier list[edit] PmDT has not published an official list of levels. On March 26, 2014, CLASH Tournaments published a preliminary list of levels for version 3.02 followed by the final list of levels on November 14, 2014. Mewtwo visibly got the perfect score of 10 out of
10, putting it on his own tier, God Tier. No list of levels has ever been released for version 3.5, though it was common consent that only two characters could be considered the lower tier: Olimar, whose recovery was too unreliable, and Ice Climbers, who suffered from the physics glitch that often caused Nina to self-
destruct. Version 3.6 fixed the problems of ice climbers and Olimar, and later released a second list of levels for version 3.6. Many fighters who are bad at close range and/or Brawl have seen big improvements in their placement levels. Examples include Mewtwo going from the low tier in Melee to the top tier in Draft M,
and Captain Falcons walking markedly from the bottom tier in Brawl to the top tier of Project M. Project M Backroom released a third-tier list for version 3.6, which, published on September 9, 2017, is the last and widely accepted. Donkey Kong, Ice Climbers and Sonic rose the most on the tier list, while R.O.B., Roy and
Fox fell the most. Mewswo re-entered the top three, while Kirby and Bowser remained the second worst and worst characters in the game respectively. Project M 3.6 Tier List v3 S A- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 B C 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 2 7 28 29 30 31 32 D- 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 Release
history 2012 Demo 2.1[edit. code] was released on May 23, 2012. Next, but not limited to changes: Carriers such as boxes and capsules no longer explode. Random character selection no longer favors Mario. Re-entering the footy brawl, now done with down cap input. Unlocked menus in the unit can now be selected.
The momentum at the end of the dash and lunar passages is now maintained properly. AI can now wave. Skyloft, from the legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword, is attached by replacing Hanenbow. Demo 2.5[edit] Released on December 29, 2012 adds 4 Diddy Kong Ivysaur Squirtle Zero Suit Samus characters Next in
release, but not limited to: Ledge teching implemented. Laying off the rollback of the melee is implemented. Incoming aid and stock control are implemented. The incoming backlog of the brawl has been fixed. New aesthetic changes that include new swap palettes for characters and new menu designs. Each character's
AI received updates of varying degrees. Demo 2.5b[edit] Released january 6, 2013 Various fixes: Entering an existing name will lead the player to the title. Demonstration battles after the title screen are less likely to freeze. It takes 9 minutes for the audio to fade, not 3 in the Wi-Fi set. Demo Released on July 17, 2013,
the added Meta Knight to The PMDT list announced project M 2.6 along with their new website design. Demo 2.6b[edit] Released august 15, 2013 Extended use of footstombs toward and upwards of ridicule. Also, the footy of someone who is under paralysis won't click them in jumping from animation. When the
character is dissed, the camera refocuss instead of staying focused on characters who are currently still alive. All armor was standardized with kickback as light, medium or heavy. There are color indicators for characters who have armor during their moves, such as red for Bowser and blue for Squirtle, with more opaque
overlays usually indicating stronger armor. Delete on-screen KOs. All music tracks are available regardless of whether to be unlocked. v3.0[edit] Released on December 9, 2013, Mod officially leaves demo development and is now an official fashion. 3.0 also marks the first version, which contains the entire Brawl list,
along with Roy and Meautvo, and becomes the final roster ahead. v3.01[edit] Released january 11, 2014 New launcher released with the following features: Support for SDHC cards larger than 2GB (Hackless method is still limited to 2GB, except is Letterbomb). The newsmaker will show current news for Project M,
which will be updated if the Wii has an Internet connection. The ability to update and fix both the launcher and the Project M version. If 3.0 is present on the SD card, Launcher can automatically download and upgrade to version 3.01. Download files faster and more reliably. Fixed a backlog of imported models such as
Roy, Mewtwo and alternative costumes. Salty Runbacks (with 20XX authentication) is implemented. Holding L+R+Y at the end of a match or L+R+A+Y+Start on the pause screen will restart the match with the same characters and scene. This feature is not available at Pokémon Stadium 1, Lylat Cruise or Siege Castle.
Similarly, you can interrupt the boot scene by holding down L+R+A, as in Melee, but faster loading times make it more difficult to perform. Various bug fixes including (but not limited to) the following: Roy's final smash is recycled and no longer causes disruptions to the game. Many of Kirby's many copies of abilities have
been updated. v3.02[edit] Released on January 13, 2014 Various bug fixes: The Wi-Fi code set has been corrected to have the correct menu codes and descriptions. Nana no longer disappears instantly on Norfair. Gigglipuff, Ness and Lucas are no longer stuck in the water. Giga Bowser causes disruptions when the
Green Team has been fixed. Squirtle, Yoshi and Olimar now properly attack/roll on stage when above 100% on Yoshi Island (brawl). The random option under Select Stage no longer crashes. Removed color bars and warning signs from selected characters v3.5 New Endurance Mode in Project M 3.5 released
November November 2014 Various character changes to adjust the balance of play, especially for nerf recovery and blast motion options that have been perceived as overloaded in earlier versions. Captain SNES Falcon, Smash 64 Falcons, Polar Bear Ice Climbers, Near Zelda, Near Sheik, Near Battle of Hanondorf,
Team Rocket Mewtwo, Lucario Battle and Steel Belt, Sideways FRLG Red Cap Pikachu, Ninja Squirtle, Armored Harizard, Fusion Suit Samus, Light Suit Samus, Dark Samus, Near Samus, Classic Pit, Dark Target Knight, Hector Ike, Sigurd Mart, Shade Sonic, Sonic Tails, and Silver Sonic added as alternative costumes.
Alternative team colors added for Donkey Kong, Wolf, Toon Link, Ganondorf, Ness, Dedede, Ike and Marth. The metal cave, Hirule Castle and The Land of Dreams have been overhauled. The subspace emissar is now available because it is mostly functional. Debugging commands are added that allow players to
access features such as watching hitboxes, hit-tustun, invincibility, pushers and a canny of sweets, stopping the game and promoting it one frame at a time, fixing the camera in a specific location and switching characters on the fly. On-screen KOs have been re-implemented, but with the animation length changing to be
the same as Star KOs. Added All-Star Versus mode. Players fight using the different nature of each stock (similar to subspace emissars, and that will eventually be implemented in Squad Strike). A glitch also became possible when the choice of characters in All Star VS before including a team battle would not lock
players into team combat suits, which was officially implemented in Smash 4. A redesigned endurance mode that allows multiple stocks to be used, the usual kickback scaling rather than the set pullback of brawl endurance mode, and the world's wrapping lines to replace standard blast lines. The rotation mode now
works with Roy, Yautvo and alternative costumes. Several matches of events have been reworked, moved or replaced, or added to popular melee events such as showdown and Bowser Challenge, or out of necessity through scripted event centering at the now-deleted stage (such as Super Bowser Bros.). Squirt, Ivy and
Harizard got functional final smashes of their own. Jungle Japes has been removed. Hanenbow is redesigned to be more suitable for Turbo Mode. The aesthetics of the summit will be held in a new phase, Infinite Glacier, which replaces the aforementioned stage. The Impact font replaces the Brawl font in the menu. The
addition of Mewtwo and Roy voices in v3.0 was done by overwriting gale and Duon respectively, resulting in atypical sound effects when dealing with any boss. The fix for this in v3.5 now has character exchange voices with their clone engine counterparts. In v3.0, the timer element will cause very atypical pulse behavior
when activated[6]; this has been fixed in v3.5 . v3.6β[edit] code] code] 24th, 2015 New Black Armored Recolour Charizard, Mr. L recolors, orange recolaor for Diddy Kong, updated red pit color, Classic Dark Pit, Mario Kart DS ROB, Wii ROB, Dark Suit Samus, and graphic updates for some Samus costumes, Knight's
Purpose and Zero Samus Suit with 3.5. Various bug fixes (including bugs and gdas that plagued Olimar and ice climbers at 3.5). Add a zero-to-death mode (marked in-game as Regeneration Mode to fit the available space in a special Versus field), in which player damage drops to 0% as they flee combos. The possibility
of automatic cancellation of L. New Announcer- Brian McKeever Return of several stages of the fight, such as The Mansion of Luigi and Spear Pillar. HD remakes for saffron city and peach castle stages. An alternate stage loader has been added, and activated, holding the L button on the scene selection screen, and
pressing A while highlighting on stage. Past stages such as Planet Of The See, Yoshi Island and Sector Z alternate with appropriate melee-themed stages. Some stages such as Pokémon Stadium are an alternative for Pokémon Stadium 2 to make room for the return bout stages. A brawl of PM-modified stage originals
such as Summit, Far Planet, Skyworld and The Green Hill Zone alternate with their slots. Removing Dracula Castle for legal reasons, as well as removing Princess Peach Castle and rainbow cruise. New music for Smashville, Metal Cavern, and recently added scenes. Bowser Castle's new scene. Delfino's secret new
stage, which replaced dracula's aforementioned castle, though has the same layout. v3.6[edit] Released on August 16, 2015, Kane Jungbluth-Murry replaced Brian McKeever as announcer. WarioWare has been redesigned to the Wario Land themed stage, with the original brawl version available as an alternative stage.
The return of Rainbow Cruise and Eldin Bridge as alternative stages for Peach Castle and Khirule Castle, respectively. Only by applying to the last two stages, players have access to hidden alternative stages by holding down the Z button. Bowser's competitive version of the castle scene has been added as an
alternative scene to the original. Errors[edit] A graphical glitch that occurs if the winning symbol is KOed at the end of a match and has a different character in its next lineup. Due to Project M's emphasis on the competitive aspect of the game, mod experiences some bugs and perticularies regarding uncompetitive
aspects: For the same reasons that a Wi-Fi secure version of fashion exists (with fewer features to prevent online desynchronization), repetitions are often damaged or don't work properly. When viewing Brawl replays in Project M, and the replay goes past its term (due to corruption), the game will simply quickly forward
the replay until (i.e., without running out of time, come out of the replay). Fixed camera mode is completely dysfunctional in numerous stages, often being off-center, such as on the history of Yoshi or Khyroule Castle. In some stages, the player may even see a shift from hitting the top blast line to Star KO. Due to the
shortcomings associated with Roy and Duty's assets, as well as new alternative costumes, mod freezes as players try to select a character in tournament mode. The mod will redirect players to rotation mode starting with version 3.5. Roy and Meautwo's voices are still audible while they are metallic. Most events either
have infinite time due to stage changes (e.g. Yoshi Team of 50) or automatically fail players with time limits quickly reaching 0 seconds (e.g. All MINE! and The Great Remodeling Battle) In events that allow you to choose any character, choosing Mewtwo or Roy will make the game think that Lucario or Marth,
respectively, have been chosen in terms of when or not Lucario and Marth should wear Event 40 - a recreation of the Melee showdown (with Mewtwo as an adversary) , lucario selection has the same effect. Since Sheik, Zelda, Samus and Zero Suit Samus have customized character slots, it can give two players the
same swap palette if the corresponding characters are transformed into each other without even using the same color glitch. There are several failures that exist with debugging commands: switching the debugger and its commands can be activated at any time during the game, including the menu, although the player
will only see the effects of frame promotion commands. However, players must delete the debug mode file to prevent this. When you use the character switch command with an alternate suit, there is potential to prevent a character from appearing after the switch. This is due to some characters who do not have their
alternative costume. For example, switching to Diddy Kong from Captain Falcon in a classic suit would result in no character being generated at all because Diddy Kong doesn't have an 8th swap palette, as Captain Falcon does. Trying to get out of the match while this glitch is in effect will freeze the game. The character
switch command will also not work properly in stadium or single player modes. The C-stick doesn't function during the pre-All-Star Versus frame related to crashes: If ko'd'd's winning character at the end of the match is free-for-all and doesn't fall asleep before the match ends, the results screen instead treats the player in
2nd place as the winner. If the winning character is KO'd at the end of the match and has another character in its next lineup, the following character will be shown on the results screen, but will announce the name of the character who was KO'd. The subspace emissar, while playing, contains several avoidable
perticularies and gables quoted from the website archive): It is naturally not possible to play like Mewtwo or Roy, since they can never be executed to join the registry. SSE uses standard attributes from Brawl. Before you enter SSE, some codes must be initialized by starting a regular match first. Most importantly, the dark
glaciers in the Great Maze will crash otherwise. Some reflections, such as Hanondorf's Dead Man Volley, don't work. Wario uses his jumpsuit suit in gameplay, but his portrait shows off his WarioWare outfit. Setting it as any stock aside from the first stock will fix it. The Turbo element sometimes gives both a turbocharger
effect and a curry. Some physics codes, such as the ability to jump twice on a wall on a single wall, are not active in SSE. As a result of replacing scenes and their respective music, some predetermined tracks played in SSE become spotless (such as the peaceful fourside music playing instead of the Thread Spanking
during fights against the statue of Spanking and Porky Minch). Pokemon trainer linked to crashes: Pokémon Trainer is listed as Mewtwo in cutscenes. Pokémon Trainer (after getting all three Pokémon) defaults to Sharizar as usual and Charizard can switch to Squirtle via Pokémon Change, but Squirtle can't switch
(coach will call Come Back!, but Squirtle will use Bubble). During at least some ambushes, disabling Charizard will not be able to send Squirtle, causing the game to have softlock without a controlled character on the screen. Using a suit over the default Pokémon slots (especially Squirtle) can put a player over memory
constraints and crashes. If Kirby is in a player's party, when a player fights dark Pokémon Trainer in the Grand Maze or vice versa in the Grand Maze or Midair Stadium, the game will crash. In 2 SSE players, if player 2 is a Pokemon coach, Player 1 cannot interact with the door properly. Losing as a Pokémon coach in
certain fights can cause disruption. When Snake uses codec conversations on Mewtwo or Roy, the conversation for Mario plays out. Similarly, Yautvo and Roy's recordings are kept as records by Lucario and Martha. Voice voice clips of the announcer to select Mewtwo are surprisingly absent in the Sound Test, instead
there is a voice clip of Roy (where there will be a voice clip Pokémon Trainer) During challenger approaching events, if the player uses the same character as the one they are trying to unlock, both the player and AI will have the same swap palette. Download instructions[edit] The mod can be downloaded here and
requires only an SD card, non-PAL Wii or Wii U, and a non-PAL Brawl drive. Hackless Method: Homebrew Method: Developers[edit] The team dissolved after the Project M development ended, but they are of course still enrolled. Project managers: SHeLL, Magus, Strong Bad, jiang, Shadic, Yeroc, Shanus Playtesters:
Historically PMDT has playlists such as Mango, Lucky, KirbiKase, Amsa and more. The last playtester team to end development consisted of Gimpyfish62, TheReflexWonder, Fuzzyness, Professor Pro, Fly Amanita, Jolteon and many, many others. Graphics/ Menu Design: Fireball Stars, ds22 Modellers: Peak,
Nanobuds, TOCK, StarWaffle, Spex130, Animation SJS: haloedhero, Ztilb, SiLeNtDo0m, FireBall Stars, Camelot Stage Design: Mewtwo2000, Shadic, Vanguard, SOJ, LlamaJuice, Sandfall Sound Team: Pete Phonetic Hero Lepley, Garrett Williamson, Riddlr Legal Issues[edit] The legality of Project M is ambiguous: in
itself, and just like any other hack, mod is a derivative work because it directly departs from the copyrighted product. While derivative works are inherently not a violation of any law or regulations, patch files for fashion include various copyrighted assets not present on the original disc, such as the Fountain of Dreams
scene. In addition, pm's launch act relies on circumventing some protection on the console, thereby violating the console's end-user license agreement and warranty. Probably as a result, Project M has not been presented at any Nintendo-sponsored tournaments, as it will, in fact, sponsor hacking its own consoles and



appropriating their assets and characters. Even though Nintendo did not give a formal response to Project M, the policy adopted by the company suggested not endorsing fashion. One of his policies included issuing bans on mentioning Project M by name on any of Nintendo's Miiverse channels because it allegedly
amounts to criminal activity. This had the potential to lead to false bans when it comes to other topics, such as the Metroid: Other M development team, which was also named Project M; prohibitions may also be issued for the use of the acronym PM, even if the language may have referenced another game or series
such as Paper Mario (although it was allowed in the Paper Mario community) or when used for various purposes (e.g. marking the daily time interval between noon and midnight). In October 2014, it was announced that Project M would be dropped from the Apex 2015 lineup, with many qualifiers also suspending their
Project M. Although some qualifiers had Project M, official online streams were not available for events other than B.E.A.S.T. 5, which aired on VGBootCamp; Commentators on the streams provided by VGBootCamp were also reportedly instructed not to mention Project M during the broadcast. They were strongly
suspected of interfering with Nintendo, which had previously begun involving itself with a competitive community, such as through the Super Smash Bros. Invitational at E3 and a video presentation from Nintendo of America President Reggie Fils-Aime at the conclusion of the 2014 EVO. Later in January 2015, apex was
said to be in partnership with Nintendo for Apex 2015, which gives credence to this theory. After Apex 2015, Project M saw a marked drop in exposure. Many major tournaments have dropped Project M from their rosters; VGBootCamp, which has become well known for popularizing fashion, later announced that they
would no longer broadcast Project M and subsequently removed all such content on their channel; and monetized streams on Twitch have reportedly also run into difficulties with streaming fashion and its questionable legal status. All of these actions are related either behind the scenes to Nintendo's intervention or fears
of facing legal challenges for signs of fashion. On December 1, 2015, project M's development team ultimately decided to complete the fashion development by closing its official page, removing the download link from the site, and leaving a farewell message on the homepage. Officially, the developers felt that their work
on the latest version of Project M was complete, and numerous members of the group decided to follow their original efforts. However, this message contradicted the fact that various artistic assets, such as additional alternative costumes, were posted on the team's Facebook page after the release of v3.6 with the
planned inclusion in the upcoming version, as well as the fact that the PAL version was explicitly planned, although it was never released. Even though the tweet argued that the end of development was not the result of legal issues, a later statement from a former developer team member argued that project M's
development had in fact been shut down as a precaution for fear of potential lawsuits from Nintendo. Legacy[edit] Despite the termination of development in 2015, Project M inspired several successors. These successors built Project M, then introduced new symbols and stages. Legacy TE[edit] Legacy TE is a viable
modification of the M 3.6 project that aims to add new content while keeping the basic, fundamental gameplay unmodern. It has various touring safe alternative stage skins, costumes, and quality of life features. This includes shortcuts to editing player controls without leaving the character selection screen, improving
character files to reduce the likelihood of crashing, and an improved menu interface. The debugging menu, made for fashion, allows players to train their skills for professional tournaments. For example, it is possible to show DI lines that show how the directed impact affects where the attack sends the enemy, with a
clearly defined endpoint that either targets the ground or stops in the air. Various tools and resources have also been made for fashion, allowing tournament organizers to easily customize their builds, including changing the stage list, replacing costumes or editing brand assets on the menu. Legacy TE received
worldwide adoption and, as a rule, go to the edition of Project M by tournament players. Version 2.11 was released in January 2019. Version 2.5 was released on August 26, 2019 and has 15 character costumes, stage alt switching options in the code menu and many other features. On March 13, 2020, Legacy Team
announced that legacy TE development had ended and that version 2.5 was the final release. Legacy XP [edit] is a modification of Project M 3.6, which includes more characters, 700+ additional stages and new modes. While the characters from Project M were largely non-alternative (Yoshi and Link got some non-PM
3.6 moveset-fixing edits and Snake got the chance to walk while using its cap box), another 10 fighters were added: Young Link, Pichu and Dr. Mario, returning from Melee; Ridley and Lucia, who will make their official debuts in games released after Brawl; Waluigi, Geno and Metal Sonic, which were added to the beta
released in September 2016; and Shadow and Mage Ganondorf (inspired by his Ocarina of Time appearance) were released in version 2.0 full in May 2018. Version 2.1 with some balance changes was released in March 2019. Another minor update, version 2.11 was released in January 2020. On March 13, 2020,
Legacy Team announced that legacy XP development had concluded and that version 2.11 was the final release. Legacy XP Lite is a legacy XP combination with some of the most competitive friendly stages from Legacy TE, which greatly reduces stage number and fashion size from more than 5 GB to less than 2 GB.
Version 2.1 was released in March 2019. Version 2.11 was released in January 2020. Project+[edit] Project+ is a modification of project M 3.6 (based on Legacy TE) to improve the balance between roles, and make small changes to all or most characters. Project+ is currently a major fashion over Project M in several
tournaments, especially and recently blacklisted 5, Low Tier City 7, and Encore. Project+ development began in 2018, with the last patch (v2.15) released on June 23, 2020. Version 2.0 brought many new additions, including a new character, Knuckles. [7] Trivia has been posting fake news on its April Fool's Day news
blog since 2013. Turbo mode was introduced in 2013, with a related video claiming pichu would be played in a future build. Turbo mode later became a reality in version 3.0. In 2014, tagteam's character, Ike Climbers, featuring two Ikes working together similarly to ice climbers, was unveiled. Slippy Toad was also
introduced as a game character, ostensibly as a joke character who couldn't attack and could easily be KOed. The end of the video also implied that Ridley would be played as a reference to speculation around the then unknown smash 4 registry. In 2015, PMDT claimed that they would M to Nintendo 64. All the models
in the game got low-key polygon counts for simulating limited Nintendo 64 graphics, with an ideal attendance crew using their models from Smash 64. There were replacements for all the sound effects and music with those from the original game, and the video often featured language balloons superimposed with
humorous onomatopeia as a reference to official smash 64 pieces. The end of the video also implied that Parasect, Pokémon number 47 in Pokédex, would be added to the registry as a reference to the number 47 that hidden appeared in past videos. Mentioning Project M by name on any Miiverse community could
trigger an automatic ban to discuss criminal activity. This included using the acronym PM, which can lead to false prohibitions when talking about other games or series with the same abbreviation (such as Paper Mario or Pac-Man.). V-cancellation is the only known advanced melee technique that does not return in this
fashion. That's because all of its updates were released before this technique was popularized. References[edit]
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